
 
 

LOUGHBOROUGH LEMMING 2017 
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Southampton Alumni win the Lemming from Warwick Black 
 

The Loughborough Lemming was held on the weekend of the 1st-3rd December by 
Loughborough University at Burton Sailing Club. 
 

 
Winners, Wessex SC (Southampton) Team Red    © Mae Franco 

 
Kicking off the weekend, all the sailors had a night out at Loughborough Students 
Union’s FND. With the top floor exclusive to the Lemming at the start, it was a great 
chance to mingle over some drinks! 
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Saturday began with a slow start due to very light wind and possibly the Friday night 
out leading to the first race starting closer to 10 than 9:30. Once the racing began, 
Burton Sailing Club had a great atmosphere with music and chatty sailors all round. 
The wind died completely in the afternoon finishing our round robin at race 44 for the 
day. 
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The evening said hello to our infamous Saturday social consisting of a punch party 
with pizza before hitting Firefly and Echoes in Loughborough town. 
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The punch party got very messy with pizza ending up all over everyone’s Christmas 
themed fancy dress. 
 

 
  Obviously taken before the pizza went adrift…unless the guys had changed out of fancy dress!   © Mae Franco 

 
Sunday morning started promptly making up for the lost time on Saturday, with the 
wind picking up, Loughborough decided to carry on with the round robin instead of 



splitting into fleets to get more results allowing them to have semi-finals and finals at 
the end of the day.  
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The day picked up after lunch with the arrival of mulled wine and mince pies being 
handed out to all the sailors. 
 

The round robin ended on race 92 and the semi-finals were between, Team Red 
(Southampton) and Durham Purple and Warwick Black and Durham Black. 
 

  
Warwick Black Loughborough! 

 

The final between Team Red and Warwick Black presented some excellent team 
racing ending up with Team Red finishing in first place. 
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A massive thank you to our umpires, caterers, Loughborough Sailing Team and Burton 
Sailing Club. We hope all that attended enjoyed themselves and will join us next year 
for the Loughborough Lemming 2018! 
 
Mae Franco  
Media Representative (and Photographer!) 
Loughborough Students Sailing & Windsurfing 
 
Overall Results: 

1. Team Red   
2. Warwick Black  
3. Durham Purple   
4. Durham Black 

 
Round Robin Results: 

 
 

  
 

 


